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Southeastern Chapter
American Association Of Law Libraries
Established 1954

July 18, 1973

Mrs. Pearl W. Von Allmen
University of Louisville
School of Law Library
Louisville, Kentucky 40208

Dear Pearl:

Your letter of July 8 concerning our next institute flatters me and I wish I were able to chair it, but several things will not permit me to do so. I will not try to explain, but please accept this as a fact. Your suggestion of Betty Taylor is great. She is the best and would do an outstanding job. I would let her pick the people to work with her on the institute.

The real problem is to pick someone to run the institute who can arrange a good program with the right speakers. Since Mary Oliver suggested an institute on administration, she might be able to help with the content coverage and with the speakers. There are also other good people in the Chapter who could help with or run the institute. Some of them are Ed Schroeder, Rick Surles, Leah Chanin, Catherine Cheape, Frances Hall, Igor Kavass, and Paul Willis.

Administration is a good subject and would not be a burden on the law library hosting the institute. The one on legal bibliography is a great burden on the host law library and we probably should steer away from that one unless the host law librarian ran the institute.

Sorry I had to leave before the AALL convention was over, but I had to get back and finish my school work. Will see you at the Marco Island meeting.

Sincerely,

William C. Younger
Vice President-President Elect